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Abstract: 
 
Acquiring accurate and detailed knowledge of word meanings is one of the most difficult tasks 
that face second language learners, especially when words have more than one meaning. Thus 
those of us who study ancient languages need particularly good dictionaries, since we do not 
experience the full range of words and their various meanings as they usually occurred to ancient 
speakers in everyday life. We especially need them for words that do not occur with great 
frequency in authors that we usually read; for such words, dictionaries are our most important 
source of information about their range of meanings and uses. With this in mind, I want to 
explore here the semantics of a single Latin word - horror as a case study in the usefulness of 
current practices in Latin lexicography, with a particular focus on the way they handle problems 
of polysemy. 
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Article: 
 
Introduction 
 
Acquiring accurate and detailed knowledge of word meanings is one of the most difficult tasks 
that face second language learners, especially when words have more than one meaning.1 Thus 
those of us who study ancient languages need particularly good dictionaries, since we do not 
experience the full range of words and their various meanings as they usually occurred to ancient 
speakers in everyday life. We especially need them for words that do not occur with great 
frequency in authors that we usually read; for such words, dictionaries are our most important 
source of information about their range of meanings and uses. With this in mind, I want to 
explore here the semantics of a single Latin word - horror as a case study in the usefulness of 
current practices in Latin lexicography, with a particular focus on the way they handle problems 
of polysemy.2 I choose the word horror because the problems that arise in its description are 
fairly typical but also quite interesting. I will focus here on its treatment in the Oxford Latin 
Dictionary (OLD) because the OLD is the most up-to-date and generally well-received3 Latin-
English dictionary in the English-speaking world, and because its article on horror follows the 
OLD’s standard principles and practices.4 
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We should stipulate at the beginning, however, that we can’t achieve a completely accurate 
description of the meanings of any word, even in the best of circumstances. On this, semanticists 
and lexicographers agree: 
 

… the sense of most lexemes … would seem to be somewhat fuzzy at the edges. (Lyons 
1995: 82) 

 
Not only are meanings notoriously vague, they are also (diachronically) changeable and 
(synchronically) flexible …. It follows that ascertaining, or fixing, the meaning of any 
lexical item is virtually impossible. (Adamska-Salaciak 2006: 48) 

 
... it may be even be impossible, in principle, to state precisely how many different 
meanings a word has, let alone characterize the meanings in a way which accounts for 
their contribution to the meaning of a complex expression .... Perhaps we need to 
abandon the idea of words having a fixed number of determinate meanings … (Taylor 
2003: 651) 

 
Probably the most disadvantaged researchers . . . in the field of linguistic semantics are 
those who study “dead” languages. Often virtually the only direct evidence available to 
them is a corpus of written utterances, of somewhat fortuitous make-up, and now 
probably fixed for eternity. (Cruse 1989: 8-9) 

 
Thus every attempt at lexical description is at best an approximate description of things that have 
an essentially protean nature. We can also agree that traditional historical lexicography does 
many things very well, and I echo the statement of a critic of an earlier generation of 
dictionaries, who said that he hoped that nothing he wrote might “seem inconsistent with the 
highest respect, admiration, and honor for the labourers, whether living or dead, in this field of ... 
lexicography”. (Trench 1860: 4) 
 
1. Historical lexicography and traditional sense divisions 
 
The OLD stands squarely in the tradition of historical lexicography that was developed in the 
19th century, most notably by the editors of the Oxford English Dictionary (OED). Historical 
lexicography rose partly in reaction to an earlier, prescriptivist tradition that sought to dictate 
usage and to “fix” the language. Samuel Johnson’s dictionary of English is one of the great 
examples of that earlier tradition, as are the French dictionaries produced then (and now) by the 
Académie française. But the OED sought instead to be a complete inventory of the language that 
captured all forms and uses, however ancient and obscure, following the suggestion of Trench 
(1860: 5). The contemporary zeitgeist is well captured by a quotation from the 1880 New York 
Times: 
 

The modern spirit of philological inquiry concerns itself less with what a language is than 
with what it was. It treats a word as archaeology treats an Etruscan mirror or a piece of 
antique Peruvian pottery, suppressing all such idle emotions as admiration for external 



beauty or curiosity as to use or meaning until the history of its growth or construction has 
been learned by a patient study of its older forms. (New York Times, April 4, 1880, 4) 

 
The OED has succeeded brilliantly in elaborating the history and development of words' senses 
and in providing a detailed view of changes in the English lexicon from the time of our earliest 
written sources. Seeking to build on this success, the OLD explicitly followed in the OED’s 
path.5 In addition to tracing the historical development of words’ meanings, these dictionaries 
carefully categorize senses according to contexts in which words appear, and highlight fine-
grained nuances of meaning. The OLD frequently offers a range of convenient translations for 
each of these uses. 
 
All together, these qualities make the OLD very attractive to modern philologists, and its entry 
for horror exhibits them all: 
 

horror ~ōris, m. [HORREO + -OR] 
1 The action or quality (in hair) of rising or standing stiffly, bristling. b the ruffling (of 
the surface of water). 
nullo..~ore comarum excussae laurus Luc.5.154; non ullo ~ore comarum terribilis 
Val.Fl.1.229; simplex...~ore decoro crinis Stat.Silv.2.6.43; capillos a fronte..retro agere us 
sit ~ore ills terribilis Quint.Inst.11.3.160; ardorem luminum, ~orem capillorum 
Ps.Quint.decl.3.7 b pontus..non ~ore tremit, non solis imagine uibrat Lucan.5.446; niger 
inficit ~or terga maris 5.564; occidit ~or aequoris Stat.Silv.5.4.5. 
2 Stiffness, rigidity (arising from cold, etc.). 
ualidi ferri natura et frigidus ~or Lucr.6.1011; subito ~ore artus reigere coepertunt 
Curt.3.5.3; miti..~ore quieuit (humus) Petron.123,l.186. 
3 Roughness or uncouthness of appearance; (also transf. of literary style). b discordant 
sound. 
cui rusticus ~or in armis Stat.Theb.11.32; nullus ~or in cultu, nulla tristitia 
Plin.epist.1.10.6; capillus ~ore implexus atque impeditus Apul.Apol.4; ueterem illum 
~orem dicendi Quint.inst.8.5.34. b. serrae stridentis acerbum ~orem Lucr.2.411; 
clarescunt sonitus armorumque ingruit ~or Verg.Aen.2.301; nec tota classicus ~or nocte 
dieque gemit Laus Pis.141. 
4 Grimness, severity (of manner). 
nec frons triste rigens nimiusque in moribus ~or Stat.Silv.5.1.64. 
5 Shivering, trembling (resulting from cold or other physical causes). b trembling (from 
fear, apprehension, etc.). 
tremulus maestis orietur fletibus ~or Prop.1.5.15; (frigus) summam cutem facit pallidam, 
aridam, duram, nigram; ex hos ~ores tremoresque nascuntur Cels.1.9.4; nocturnum 
frigus..~ore corpora adfecit Curt.8.10.7; quos externa causa in ~orem agit Sen.nat.6.24.4; 
—–(from illness) quoniam iam sine ~ore est, spero esse ut uolumus Cic.Att.12.6.4; 
incipiunt (sc. quartanae) fere ab ~ore Cels.3.3.1; nonnumquam manus quoque destra 
torquetur, ~or calidus est 4.15.1; aliarum (febrium) cum ~ore et multa membrorum 
quassatione uenientum Sen.epist.95.17; ~ores frigidos Plin.nat.20.136; ~ores febrem 
praecedentes Larg.95. b mihi ~or membra misero percipit dictis tuis Pl.Amph.1118; 
frigida multa comes formidinis aura quae ciet ~orem membris et concitat artus 
Lucr.3.291; perculit ~or membra ducis Lucan.1.193; ecce repens superis aniumum 



lymphantibus ~or Thiodamanta subit Stat.Theb.10.160; (poet.) galeae..tremunt ~ore 
comarum 8.389. 
6 Dread, horror, consternation. b fear of the supernatural, awe, dread. 
iam ea res me ~ore adficit Pl.Amph.1068; di immortales, qui me ~or perfudit! 
Cic.Att.8.6.3; me tum primum aeuus circumstetit ~or Verg.Aen.2.559; ~or ingens 
spectantes circumsteti ~or Verg.Aen.2.559; ~or ingens spectantes perstringit Liv.1.25.4; 
praesentis periculi species omnium simul corda animosque !ore perstrinxerat Curt.5.9.1; 
in uiscera saeuus ~or iit Stat.Theb.5.239; iam non ira subit, sed leti nuntius ~or 9.863; ~or 
animum subit quotiens recordor feralem introitum Tac.hist.1.37; impietatis reum postulat. 
~or omnium Plin.epist.7.33.8; (pl.) insanis lymphatam ~oribus urbem Stat.Theb.10.557; 
—– (personified) tum torua Erinys sonuit et caecus Furor ~orque Sen.Oed.591. b unde 
etiam nunc est mortalibus insitus ~or qui delubra deum noua toto suscitat orbi terrarum 
Lucr.5.1165; silere omnia haut alo qam solitudinum ~ore Plin.nat.5.7; hic numinis ingens 
~or Val.Fl.2.433; uacuus..silentia seruat ~or Stat.Theb.4.424; non sine quodam sacrilegii 
metu et ~ore Flor.epit.1.33 (2.17.12); — (cf.) his ibi me rebus quaedam diuina uoluptas 
percipit atque ~or Lucr.3.29; laetus..per artus ~or iit Stat.Theb. 1.494. 
7 A quality or condition inspiring horror; a source or cause of horror. b a thing which 
brings terror; a person, etc. causing terror to a particular place. 
diri tum plena ~oris imago Lucan.3.9; Stat.Theb.3.75; abiit ~orque uigorque ex oculis 
10.641; medio noctis ~ore stricto mucrone prosiluit Ps.Quint.decl.7.3; — quod spectare 
facientes in eadem harena feras quoque ~or est Plin.nat.28.4; at patulas saltu transmittere 
fossas ~or equis Stat.Theb.10.522. b ubi multifidus ruptis e nubibus ~or (i.e. lightning) 
effugit Val.Fl.4.661;patrias saeuus uenit ~or ad aures fata domus..ferens 8.134; — 
Scipiadas, belli fulmen, Carthaginis ~or Lucr.3.1034; Acron..Roma, tuis quondam finibus 
~or erat Prop.4.10.10; Sen.epist.86.5; orbis Hiberi ~or Lucr.5.343; nemoris sacer ~or 
Achaei, terrigna..serpens Stat.Theb.5.505. 

 
The first meanings listed are those apparently closest to the word’s origin as a verbal noun 
derived from horreo, whose conjectured etymological meaning is something like “to bristle,” 
with more extended meanings placed farther down. Thus the notion of “bristling” gives rise to 
“ruffling”, then to “stiffness”, then to “roughness” / “uncouthness”, and then to “grimness” as 
horror’s core meaning spreads into different contexts. 
 
The chain of intuitive family resemblances breaks off somewhat after sense 4, but the 
connections between the next three meanings — “shivering”, “dread, horror, consternation” and 
“a quality or condition inspiring horror” — are obviously connected. Furthermore, the contexts 
in which the word appears are meticulously categorized, even to the point of distinguishing 
horror as “dread” arising through supernatural causes from that arising through natural ones. 
This arrangement of senses allows the dictionary's user to see related chains of meaning and 
provides a good sense of the contexts in which horror appeared. 
 
But the OLD’s arrangement of senses almost certainly misleads modern users who want to 
understand how ancient speakers typically apprehended the word. First, it is not clear that the 
first senses the OLD lists are actually the oldest or most basic. All of the examples under 
meanings 1.a. and 1.b. are post-Augustan, as are most of those under 2, 3, and 4. The oldest 
attested meanings of horror, found in Plautus and Lucilius, are meanings 5 and 6. More 



importantly, meanings 5 and 6 are the most common meanings throughout the entire period 
covered by the OLD, accounting for almost two-thirds of all uses of horror. But meaning 1.a. 
comprises only about 5% of all uses; meaning 1.b about 3%; and meanings 2, 3, and 4 less than 
1% each.6 
 
2. Basic senses and sense divisions in linguistics 
 
These facts invite the question: what constitutes a basic sense? From the point of view of native 
speakers, who know little or nothing about etymology, a word’s basic senses are those that it 
means most often and that it brings per se into a context without need of further contextual 
modification.7 A large body of psycholinguistic evidence establishes that the most frequently-
used senses of words are activated more strongly in the mind and are accessed more easily 
during the act of comprehension than are more rarely-used ones.8 Thus, in neutral contexts that 
don’t favor one sense over another, listeners or readers are more likely to be aware of a word’s 
frequently-used senses than its rarely-used ones. If our goal is to apprehend a word as an ancient 
speaker of Latin probably did, we should consider senses 5-6 more basic than those listed earlier, 
since they are used more often at all periods covered by the OLD than any of the others. 
 
To give an example of this phenomenon in English, most speakers of American English, upon 
reading the sentence “She was looking at a plant”, would become aware of plant’s frequent 
botanical meaning, and probably not “a person placed secretly in a group or organization”. Most 
speakers, in most circumstances, would not even perceive the word as ambiguous. But a non-
native speaker of English, unfamiliar with the word, and depending on a dictionary entry, would 
probably have a very different perception, and, lacking contextual clues, might be in doubt about 
the sense of “plant” unless the dictionary provided information about sense frequency. Imagine 
the reader’s possible confusion if the least-frequent meaning appeared first in the dictionary. 
Thus knowledge of the frequency of different senses of ancient words is important for modern 
readers trying to choose between competing senses when contextual clues are not clear. But the 
OLD entry gives no clear information in this respect (although frequently-used senses do tend to 
have more examples listed), whereas some newer bilingual dictionaries of modern languages 
have begun listing the more frequent senses first in the dictionary entry to address this problem.9 
 
2.1. Senses and contexts 
 
We can also understand a basic sense to be one that functions in a wide range of contexts and 
that doesn’t depend upon particular elements of context to elicit specific meanings. Thus the 
“codex” sense of the English word book is more basic than the sense “words to which music is 
set”, which is elicited only in the narrow context of musical theatre. But the first four meanings 
provided by the OLD for horror appear to be very context-dependent. Meaning 1, “bristling or 
standing on end (of hair)” only appears in contexts where hair is explicitly mentioned, and it is 
doubtful whether horror can have this meaning in the absence of such a mention. The same is 
true of “ruffling (of the surface of water)”, which never occurs without an explicit mention of a 
body of water; of “discordant sound”, which only occurs in contexts including words denoting 
sounds; and of “uncouthness of appearance”, which occurs only in contexts explicitly 
mentioning peoples’ appearance. Thus, since these meanings are the result of horror’s 
interactions with very specific contexts, they are peripheral rather than central and basic senses.10 



Of course, that does not mean that they are not worthy of mention in a dictionary, but the OLD 
puts these context-dependent and rather peripheral meanings on the same level as horror’s more 
context-independent and central ones, giving us a distorted picture of the word’s internal 
semantic relations. 
 
2.2. Senses and semantic frames 
 
A further problem is that even the basic senses of horror have important semantic features that 
are not easily captured by most second-language dictionaries’ technique of using one-word 
translations or a series of second-language synonyms, such as “dread, horror, consternation”.11 
Here, close attention to the contexts of horror’s commonest uses shows that they are often 
associated with the autonomic reflexes associated with fear, cold temperature, or fever, which 
include, in addition to shivering or shuddering, a sensation of cold (or cold sweat), rigidity of the 
subcutaneous muscles and skin, pallor, and piloerection (hair standing on end):12 
 

(1) mihi frigidus horror 
membra quatit gelidusque coit formidine sanguis (Verg. Aen. 3,29-30) 

(2) nunc quoque frigidus artus, 
dum loquor, horror habet (Ov. met. 9,290-1) 

(3) mihi gelidus horror ac tremor somnum excutit (Sen. Tro. 457) 
(4) cor pepulit horror, membra torpescunt gelu 

pectusque tremuit. (Sen. Med. 926-7) 
(5) gelidusque sub ossa 

pervasit miseris conspecti consulis horror (Sil. 5,390-1) 
(6) ecce meum timido iam frigore pectus 

labitur et nequeo, quamvis movet ominis horror, 
claudere suspensos oculorum in margine fletus (Stat. Silv. 3,2,51-53) 

(7) iamque propinquantum tacitus penetravit in artus 
horror et occulto riguerunt frigore membra (Sil. 6,169-70) 

(8) Horrore vinctum trepidus astrinxit rigor ([Sen.] Oct. 826) 
(9) vixque ingressi subito horrore artus rigere coeperunt; pallor deinde 

suffusus est (Curt. 3,5,3) 
(10) obstipui, gelidusque comas erexerat horror (Ov. epist. 16,67) 
(11) Iamdudum Minyas hac vates ambage ducemque 

terrificat; sed enim contra Phoebeius Idmon 
non pallore virens, non ullo horrore comarum 
terribilis, plenus fatis Phoeboque quieto... (Val. Fl. 1,227-30) 

(12) me luridus occupat horror (Ov. met. 14,198). 
 
Of course these examples do not show that horror denotes these reflexes, but only that mention 
of horror probably evoked them as elements of a semantic frame13 in which the word typically 
functioned for Latin speakers. 
 
Furthermore, horror frequently interacts with human beings according to a pattern in which 
horror is the subject of an active verb whose direct object or complement is a person or part of 
the person, as in examples (1), (2), (3) and (5) above, and in (13) below: 



 
(13) nam mihi horror membra misero percipit dictis tuis (Plaut. Amph. 1118) 
(14) his ibi me rebus quaedam divina voluptas 

percipit atque horror (Lucr. 3,28-9) 
(15) qui me horror perfudit (Cic. Att. 8,6,3) 
(16) horror ingens spectantes perstringit (Liv. 1,25,4) 
(17) horror animum subit quotiens recordor feralem introitum et hanc solam Galbae 

victoriam (Tac. hist. 1,37,10) 
(18) tum perculit horror 

membra ducis (Lucan. 1,192-3) 
(19) horror habet sensus (Stat. Silv. 2,1,166) 
(20) pavor artus 

protinus atque ingens Aeetida perculit horror (Val. Fl. 6,480-1) 
 
This feature of horror’s meaning – that it is often conceived as an external and active force that 
strikes, seizes, or penetrates human beings – is only weakly, if at all, captured by the OLD’s 
glosses, because the English words “dread”, “consternation”, “shivering” and “trembling” rarely 
behave this way, either syntactically or in their common metaphorical uses. 
 
We see a similar phenomenon in one of horror’s more prosaic and frequent uses, namely, in the 
context of illness, where horror often arrives accompanied by fever: 
 

(21) igitur si cui cum horrore febris accessit (Cels. 3,15,1) 
(22) si quarto die cum horrore febris revertitur (Cels. 3,15,1) 
(23) febres cum horrore venientes (Plin. nat. 23,92) 
(24) febribus, quae cum horrore veniant (Plin. nat. 26,116) 

 
Less frequently, horror arises or is incited by some other cause, and it may also become calm: 
 

(25) frigus ... horrores in febribus excitat (Cels. 2,1,10) 
(26) aquilo ... horrores excitat (Cels. 2,1,10) 
(27) ex hoc horrores tremoresque nascuntur (Cels. 1,9,4) 
(28) interdum sic evenit, ut horror oriatur (Cels. 3,9,1) 
(29) nonnumquam horror aut febris oritur (Cels. 5,28,1b) 
(30) nam fere talis horror ab his oritur, quae biliosa in stomacho 

resederunt. (Cels. 3,12,3) 
(31) si tardius horror quiescit (Cels. 3,12,6) 

 
Most medical treatments for horror aim at driving it out or keeping it away: 
 

(32) bibat aquam calidam cum pipere: siquidem ea quoque adsumpta 
calorem movent, qui horrorem non admittit (Cels. 3,12,4) 

(33) balineum neque ante febrem neque postea temptandum erit, nisi interdum iam horrore 
discusso. horror ipse per ea, quae supra scripta sunt, expugnandus (Cels. 3,15,4,3) 

(34) lieni et pota et inlita prosunt. decocuntur et contra horrores febrium erputionesque 
pituitae aut in vino teruntur. (Plin. nat. 24,76) 



(35) quae omnes horrores coercet (Plin. nat. 26,117) 
(36) idem pollere e ventre exemptos lapillos adversus febrium horrores venientes tradunt 

(Plin. nat. 28,107) 
(37) et contra algores horroresque prodest manibus pedibusque confricatis cum oleo (Plin. 

nat. 31,119) 
 
Although this meaning of horror shares a common referent with English “chills” (as in the set 
expression “chills and fever”), horror functions differently from the English word, since in 
English people typically “have” or “get” chills and fever, whereas for the Romans, horror 
arrived, arose, or was admitted, and could be forced or driven out. Again, capturing the 
underlying metaphorical frame of these uses with single English words as translations is not 
really possible. 
 
2.3. Semantic clusters 
 
Thus far we have been assuming, with the OLD, that the meanings we have been discussing are 
in fact discrete senses. But lexicographers are increasingly abandoning the notion that word 
meanings can be neatly divided in this way: 
 

... linguists and lexicographers alike are approaching a more sophisticated understanding 
of polysemy. Specifically, the notion that a word can be neatly divided into discrete, 
mutually-exclusive senses is giving way to a model that more accurately reflects what the 
linguistic data is telling us: a model in which meanings are discovered in clusters of 
instances that share enough common features to justify being treated as a coherent 
“meaning group” .... This makes the task of sense differentiation both more complicated 
and more interesting … (Atkins et al. 2003: 334) 

 
For horror, in many cases, no clear denotational (as opposed to logical) boundary exists between 
its emotional and physiological meanings.14 In many contexts, even when one of its dominant 
notions (emotional or physiological) is more strongly foregrounded, the other is frequently also 
present, as in ex. (1), (2), (10), (12), and in the following: 
 

(38) Horrore quatior, fata quo vergant timens, 
trepidumque gemino pectus affectu labat (Sen. Oed. 206-7). 

(39) ac membra et sensus gelidus stupefecerat horror (Sil. 9,122) 
(40) ut vero Alcimeden etiamnum in murmure truncos 

ferre patris vultus et egentem sanguinis ensem 
conspexi, riguere comae atque in viscera saevus 
horror iit (Stat. Theb. 5,236-9) 

(41) deriguere amini, manibusque horrore remissis 
arma aliena cadunt (Stat. Theb. 5.396-7) 

 
Thus horror’s emotional and physical meanings are not antagonistic senses in the same way that, 
for example, table (as a piece of furniture) and table (as a matrix of information) are, where both 
senses cannot be invoked simultaneously without producing a pun, or “zeugmatic oddness”.15 



Rather, the two meanings are best described as sense facets rather than full senses, since they 
commonly appear together in a harmonious semantic complex.16 
 
In the same way, horror’s third most frequent use, denoting some cause of fear, can’t always be 
distinguished from its meaning denoting an emotion, since “fear”, conceived as something that 
comes upon one from outside, and “cause of fear”, are often not distinct in actual use. In a 
number of instances, horror appears as a disembodied entity, and the word vaguely 
communicates either something that inspires an emotion, or the emotion felt, or which could be 
felt, by those who encounter it: 
 

(42) at me tum primum saevus circumstetit horror (Verg. Aen. 2,559) 
(43) incolarum neminem interdiu cerni; silere omnia haut alio quam 

solitudinum horrore (Plin. nat. 5,7) 
(44) subter operta quies, vacuusque silentia servat 

horror et exclusae pallet male lucis imago (Stat. Theb. 4,423-4) 
(45) urbem in conspectu belli suprema parantis 

territat insomnem nox atra diemque minatur 
discurrunt muris; nil saeptum horrore sub illo, 
nil fidum satis, invalidaeque Amphione arces (Stat. Theb. 7,453-6) 

(46) vix primo proferre gradum et munimina valli 
solvere, vix totas reserare audacia portas; 
stant veteres ante ora metus campique vacantis 
horror (Stat. Theb. 12,9-12) 

(47) hic numinis ingens 
horror et incautis decreta piacula linguis (Val. Fl. 2,432-3) 

 
Thus the three most common meanings of horror are best understood as sense facets organized 
in a meaning cluster rather than as three fully distinct senses, and it may be represented 
graphically, as below, where the indistinct lines represent indistinct semantic boundaries: 
 

 
 
2.4. Established vs. nonce-senses 
 



Although I have just argued that the OLD has distinguished senses which are not truly distinct, I 
also believe that it fails to make distinctions that could usefully be made. Specifically, it does not 
regularly distinguish between well-established senses of a word and those that are creative and 
temporary. Such ad-hoc meanings, sometimes called “nonce-senses”, are generally thought to 
differ from established ones because their meanings are inferred or created on the spot by the 
listener or reader rather than retrieved from the mental lexicon.17 Since such uses tend to appear 
in literary genres such as poetry or oratory in which writers often strive for effect, I assume that 
it is these uses’ aesthetic and cognitive effects, in addition to their semantic content, which 
authors seek. And when dictionaries obscure these effects, we lose important information about 
aesthetic features such as tone and style. 
 
To put the problem into the context of English, consider the first three lines of Wallace Stevens’ 
much-anthologized poem The Emperor of Ice- Cream: 
 

(48) Call the roller of big cigars, 
The muscular one, and bid him whip 
in kitchen cups concupiscent curds. 

 
Stevens’ expression, “concupiscent curds”, is singular and striking, and not just for its pleasing 
alliteration. The established meanings of the words make little sense in this context, and the 
reader is invited to work out what Stevens intends. We surmise that the expression refers to ice-
cream, and, using our knowledge of the words’ usual meanings as clues, we could decide that 
Stevens means that ice-cream is extravagantly, perhaps sinfully, desirable. A good deal of our 
pleasure in reading the line comes from an awareness that Stevens has used “curds” outside of its 
typical semantic field, and also from the distance he creates between the established sense of 
“concupiscence” (“eagerly desirous; lustful” – OED) and its temporary, ad-hoc one 
(“desirable”). That is, it’s obvious that Stevens chose these words not only to communicate 
specific meanings, but also to produce aesthetic effects.18 
 
Imagine yourself, then, as a 40th-century scholar of 20th-century English, trying to puzzle out 
the meaning of Stevens’ ancient poem, poring over the entry for “concupiscent” in a 40th-
century historical dictionary of English, and finding there a citation for Stevens’ use. We might 
read there something like 
 

1. Eagerly desirous; lustful. 1834 LAMB Let. to Coleridge (L.), The concupiscent clown is 
overdone. 1875 JOWETT Plato (ed. 2) III. 57 The division of the soul into the rational, 
irascible, and concupiscent elements. 

2. Desirable. 1922 W. STEVENS Emp. of Ice-Cream. Bid him whip in kitchen cups 
concupiscent curds.19 

 
Although the entry would help make sense of the semantic content of Stevens’ line, it would 
mislead us insofar as it would encourage us to think that “desirable” was an established sense of 
“concupiscent” in the early 20th century. Thus it would obscure for us the invitation to aesthetic 
play which Stevens extended to his contemporary readers, and thereby enervate Stevens’ 
vivacious phrase. 
 



Unfortunately, that is what Latin dictionaries do for us when they provide convenient and 
ordinary English translations for creative, nonce-uses of Latin words, and promote those uses to 
the status of full, established senses. For example, in our entry, the OLD provides for horror a 
sense “discordant sound” in this passage from Lucretius: 
 

(49) ne tu forte putes serrae stridentis acerbum 
horrorem constare elementis levibus aeque 
ac musaea mele, per chordas organici quae 
mobilibus digitis expergefacta figurant (Lucr. 2,410-13) 

 
“Discordant sound” renders Lucretius’s expression serrae stridentis acerbum horrorem into 
something easily comprehensible to English speakers (“the bitter discordant sound of the 
shrieking saw”), but I think it highly unlikely that horror ever had such an established sense. 
Rather, the meaning that horror contributes is probably the ordinary one denoting a physical 
reaction – a shudder or shiver – but its use is metonymic in that the whole phrase refers obliquely 
to a very unpleasant sound by naming the revulsive shudder or shiver that it causes.20 Lucretius’s 
use of horror in this reading is both unusual and striking, and we can approximate the metonymy 
in English with something like, “a shiver of squeaking fingernails on the blackboard”.21 But the 
OLD’s gloss hides Lucretius’s creative and unusual metonymy from the modern English 
speaker.22 
 
In fact, most of the senses the OLD proposes under headings 1-4 of the entry for horror look like 
creative, nonce uses that are derived from horror’s more dominant meanings, if we assume that 
novel expressions in general are likelier to be based upon ordinary and well-known meanings 
rather than ancient or rare etymological ones. For example, the uses translated under 1.b as 
“ruffling (of the surface of water)” appear to be personified uses of horror (as “shuddering”) 
where the experiencer of horror is the sea rather than a human being. In particular, niger inficit 
horror terga maris (Lucan. 5,564) follows the pattern of horror’s typical activity described 
above in lines like frigidus horror membra quatit (Verg. Aen. 3,29).23 But the gloss “ruffling” 
eviscerates the powerful metaphor. So also the examples cited under proposed sense 2, “stiffness, 
rigidity” look like nonce-uses of horror that narrow its meaning to a normally backgrounded 
semantic feature of horror, namely, the subcutaneous tightening of muscles that accompanies 
horror. In these instances, the writer has moved that idea out of its typical semantic frame 
involving people as experiencers and transferred it to inanimate substances such as iron: 
 

(50) nec res ulla magis primoribus ex elementis 
indupedita suis arte conexa cohaeret 
quam validi ferri natura et frigidus horror (Lucr. 6,1011-13)24 

 
Alternatively, Lucretius might simply be referring to iron metonymically by naming the cold 
shiver we feel when we come into contact with it, or the fear it can inspire when used as a 
weapon. 
 
We see another probable nonce-sense in a few instances where horror refers to aspects of 
people’s manner or appearance that could be thought mildly frightening or off-putting (OLD 
meaning 3.a). Here the Latin writers are probably exploiting horror’s established, vague sense 



“cause of fear”, and expect their readers to derive an attenuated meaning appropriate to the 
context, just as we do when we say things like “I loathe cocktail parties – they’re such a bore!”.25 
The word “loathe” does not (yet) have a sense, “feel mild dislike toward”. Neither did horror 
have a separate sense “grimness” simply because its contextually-derived meaning is easily 
translated into English by that word. In this case – and probably in the cases of “ruffling” and 
“stiffness” – the OLD seems to have been seduced by the urge to assign an established sense to a 
Latin word because English has a word that conveniently captures horror’s nonce-meaning. 
 
3. A linguistically informed Latin dictionary 
 
The principles I’ve used to analyze the semantics of horror are different in important ways from 
those used in historical lexicography. They may be summed up as follows: 
 

• Use frequency data to help determine basic senses. 
• Avoid proliferating unwarranted sense distinctions. 
• Avoid one-word translations that mislead. 
• Represent complex or fuzzy sense relations as accurately as possible. 
• Represent the difference between established and nonce-senses. 

 
A dictionary entry for horror based on them might look something like this: 
 
horror ~ōris, m. [HORREO + -OR] 

1. A powerful feeling of fear or dread, often with reflexive shuddering or shivering, that 
typically strikes, seizes, or penetrates the human person. Frequently accompanied by a 
sensation of cold, muscle rigidity, and/or piloerection (common). 

nam mihi ~or membra misero percipit dictis tuis Plaut.Amph.1068; mihi frigidus ~or 
membra quatit gelidusque coit formidine sanguis Verg.Aen.3.29; obstipui, gelidusque 
comas erexerat ~or Ov.epist.16.67; praesentis periculi species omium simul corda 
animosque ~ore perstrinxerat Curt.5.9.1.2; mihi gelidus ~or ac tremor somnum excutit 
Sen.Tro.457; gelidusque sub ossa pervasit miseris conspecti consulis ~or Sil.5.39; riguere 
comae atque in viscera saevus ~or iit Stat.Theb.5.239. 

Extended uses: referring to milder feelings such as awe or reverence that may be 
accompanied by a shiver or thrill (rare). me ... divina voluptas percipit atque ~or 
Lucr.3.29; laetusque per artus ~or iit Stat.Theb.1.494. 

With the emotional component highlighted, though a physical reaction is not 
necessarily excluded (common): divorsi circumspicimus, ~or percipit Pacuv.trag.224; 
unde etiam nunc est mortalibus insitus ~or Lucr.5.1165; cum perfusus ~ore 
verabundusque adstitissem Liv.1.16.6.3; ~or animum subit Tac.hist.1.37.10; temere 
adeuntibus ~or quidam et metus obiciatur Suet.Aug.6.1.7; tacitus subrepsit fratribus ~or 
Stat.Theb.11.476; non sine quodam sacrilegii metu et ~ore Flor.epit.1.33.51. 

2. Referring to physical reactions alone (reflexive shuddering, shivering, etc.). 
As a medical term, horror usually arrives or arises with illness or fever and it may be 
driven out or warded off by various treatments (common in technical use): Voco ... 
~orem, ubi corpus totum intremit Cels.3.3.3.2; illud ... ~ores in febribus excitat 2.1.12.3; 
calorem ... qui ~orem non admittit 3.12.4.5; tollit praeterea ~es febrem praecedentes 
Larg.95.9; febribus ... quae cum ~ore veniant Plin.nat.26.116.5. In reaction to cold 



temperature (rare): vestimentis frigus atque ~orem exacturum putet Lucil.26.643; 
...descendit in flumen. vixque ingressi subito ~ore artus rigere coeperunt Curt.3.5.2.3. 

Extended uses: Metaphorically referring to the motion of water (rare): niger 
inficit ~or terga maris Lucan.5.564; pontus non ~ore tremit 5.446; occidit ~or 
aequoris Stat.Silv.5.4.5. Referring to the earth shaking (rare) totum nemus 
concussit ~or, terra se retro dedit Sen.Oed.576; ? miti ... ~ore quievit (humus) 
Petron.123 l.186 nisi illum ~orem soli equitum virorumque discursus et mota 
vehementius arma fecerunt Flor.Epit.1.22.58 Referring to piloerection alone,  
sometimes extended to hairstyles or helmet crest : nulloque ~ore comarum 
excussae laurus Lucan.5.154; non ardorem luminum, ~orem capillorum, fremitum 
indignationis Ps.Quint.decl.3.7; simplexque ~ore decoro crinis Stat.Silv.2.6.43; 
cui torva genis ~ore decoro cassis Theb.2.716. As a metonym for the quality of 
rigidity in inanimate objects (rare, uncertain) ? validi ferri natura et frigidus ~or 
Lucr.6.1011; ? miti ... ~ore quievit (humus) Petron.123 l.186. 

3. Something that might cause fear, dread, shuddering, etc. (common). 
Scipiadas, belli fulmen, Carthaginis ~or, ossa dedit terrae Lucr.3.1034; Acron ... Roma, 
tuis quondam finibus ~or erat Prop.4.10.10; nemoris sacer ~or Achaei, terrigena ... 
serpens Stat.Theb.5.505; at patulas saltu transmittere fossas ~or equis 10.522; ubi 
multifudus ruptis e nubibus ~or effugit Val.Fl.4.661. Sometimes with unclear 
distinction between a cause of fear and the emotion it inspires: et saevus campis 
magis ac magis ~or crebrescit Verg.Aen.12.406; diri tum plena ~oris imago Lucan.3.9; 
quod spectare facientes in eadem harena feras quoque ~or est Plin.Nat.28.4.5. 

Extended uses: Referring to things that might cause only mild fear or 
distaste, e.g. unpolished speech (rare) veterum illum ~orem dicendi malim quam 
istam novam licentiam Quint.inst.8.5.34.4. Referring to a person’s appearance 
(rare) cui rusticus ~ore in armis Stat.Theb.11.32; nec frons triste rigens nimiusque 
in moribus ~or Silv.5.1.64; nullus ~or in cultu, nulla tristitia Plin.epist.1.10.7.1. 
Referring to unpleasant sounds that may cause a revulsive shudder (rare): 
serrae stridentis acerbum ~orem Lucr.2.411. 

 
Conclusion 
 
I believe this approach provides more accurate information about the internal semantic relations 
of horror than does the OLD’s. It emphasizes the word’s dominant, established meanings and 
subordinates its peripheral and unestablished ones; it orders the main meanings according to 
frequency; it locates senses in their typical semantic frames; it does not proliferate senses 
unnecessarily; it represents the vagueness and semantic fuzziness of the word; it is forthright 
about the fact that we sometimes don’t know what the ancients meant when they used the word; 
and it offers few of the kinds of glosses that hide as much as they reveal. If our aim in studying 
ancient languages is, to the extent possible, to try to take the ancients on their own terms, then 
our dictionaries can help us by discouraging us from viewing the ancient lexicon through the 
semantic templates encoded in our own. 
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Notes 
 

1 Bensoussan and Laufer (1984); Levenston (1979); Kantor (1978). 
2 Defined as a word’s having multiple, related meanings. It is standardly distinguished from 
homonymy, in which a word has more than one unrelated meaning, and also from vagueness, in 
which a word has a single, broad or general meaning. 
3 Flobert (1983); Ernout (1971); Barrow (1968). 
4 I will not consider the word’s entry in the Thesaurus Linguae Latinae in order to focus on 
problems of representing word meanings in a second-language dictionary, which are not all 
relevant to the TLL’s single-language approach. 
5 “The Oxford Latin Dictionary is based on an entirely fresh reading of the Latin sources. It 
follows, generally speaking, the principles of the Oxford English Dictionary, and its formal 
layout of articles is similar”. Glare (1982: v). 
6 These data are based on a comprehensive corpus search of the classical Latin authors on the 
Packard Humanities Institute CD-ROM 5.3 and my own semantic analysis of the search results. 
7 Cruse (1986: 79) and (2000: 200). 
8 Binder and Rayner (1998); Binder and Morris (1995); Dopkins, Morris and Rayner (1992); 
Duffy, Morris and Rayner (1988); Kellas et al. (1991); Paul et al. (1992); Rayner and Duffy 
(1986); Rayner and Frazier (1989); Sereno (1995); Sereno et al. (1992). 
9 Adamska-Sałaciak (2006: 93-96); Schofield (1997: 288-292). 
10 If they are senses at all. At best they should be considered sub-senses (see Cruse (2000: 119) 
and further discussion below). 
11 “There are no true ‘equations’ between LI and L2 items, even in such seemingly 
straightforward cases as concrete nouns”. Peotrowski (1994: 65). 
12 “Temperature regulation and fear reaction are both controlled in the hypothalamus, as a part of 
the sympathetic autonomic nervous system”, Ganong (1995: 214). See also Rhoads and Tanner 
(1995): “When the organism perceives an emergency situation, the sympathetic division [of the 
autonomic nervous system] can activate many effectors at once, resulting in a fight-or-flight 
response” (p. 118); “Frightening thoughts can trigger a fight-or-flight reaction .... The skin 
responds by vasoconstriction, sweating, and piloerection (raising of the body hairs), reactions 
otherwise associated with temperature regulation. Individuals in a state of intense fear therefore 
exhibit pallor, ‘cold sweat’ (so designated because sweating is inappropriately associated with 
vasoconstricted skin), and ‘goosebumps’ due to contraction of the pilomotor muscles” (p. 125). 
13 “Semantic frame” is here used loosely in the sense pioneered by Fillmore: “the conceptual 
structures and patterns of beliefs, practices, institutions, images, etc. that provide a foundation for 
meaningful interaction in a given speech community”, Fillmore (2003: 235). See also Fillmore 
(1976), (1977), (1982), and the website for FrameNet: http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/. One 
need not fully subscribe to Fillmore’s lexicographical program in order to appreciate its ability to 
capture important semantic features that traditional dictionaries often miss. 
14 Many words have this property of denoting a plurality of existent things which are logically 
and ontologically distinct but semantically unified, such as the word book, which can denote 
simultaneously a physical entity and an intellectual one: “Michael’s book is very well-written, 
but its cover art is rather ugly”. Nunberg (1979) discusses many similar examples in detail. 
15 The perception of zeugmatic oddness when two senses are called into use at once is one of the 
traditional tests for polysemy, such as in the much-used example, “Jim and his driver’s license 
expired on the same day”. The perceptible pun on “expired” is taken as evidence for the word’s 



 
polysemy, but many semanticists dispute the test’s reliability: see Cruse (1986: 61-4) and 
Geeraerts (1993: 229-30; 237-9). 
16 Geeraerts (1993) gives the most detailed account of the weaknesses in traditional methods of 
sense division; see also Taylor (2002), Tuggy (1993), Cruse (2002), Dowty (2002), and Goddard 
(2002), and Nunberg (1979: 147-54). The term “facet” is borrowed from Cruse (2000) and 
(2002). 
17 Clark (1983); Cruse (2000), 201; Carston (2002). 
18 Perhaps that is part of what Stevens meant when he said that this poem “contains something of 
the essential gaudiness of poetry” (Stevens 1966, 263). 
19 This OED entry is fictitious, although it is based on the lemma for “concupiscent” found in the 
1987 edition. Stevens’ use of the word is not noted in the current version of the OED. 
20 Fingernails scraped on a blackboard or metal scraped on metal, or wood, produces this effect 
on many people, as can unpleasant tastes (as is intimated by Lucretius’s use of acerbus). 
21 The fact that this metonymy may not work very well in English does not argue against 
Lucretius’s using it in Latin. The effectiveness of such creative uses depends on the author’s 
manipulation of the complex web of meaning connections and associations in the minds of native 
speakers of his language. The fact that “shiver” is less amenable to such a metonymic use in 
English only means that English words’ connections and associations do not map very well onto 
those of Latin words, which is one of the main points of this article. 
22 The OLD cites two other passages in which horror apparently denotes “discordant sound”, but 
both of them are more parsimoniously explained by attributing ordinary and frequent senses to 
the word. One is in the Aeneid: 

Diverso interea miscentur moenia luctu, 
et magis atque magis, quamquam secreta parentis 
Anchisae domus arboribusque obtecta recessit, 
clarescunt sonitus, armorumque ingruit horror. 
Excutior somno ... (Verg. Aen. 2,298-302) 

Horror can more easily be thought to contribute its more frequent meanings here (fear; 
something that causes fear) than “discordant sound”. In fact, horror may be thought to refer to 
the sound of arms in this passage - if that is what is frightening about them - but that does not 
mean that horror has a sense “discordant sound” any more than it has a sense “reptile” because 
Statius uses the word to refer to one (nemoris sacer horror Achaei, terrigena ... serpens (Theb. 
5,505)). The OLD also cites the Laus Pisonis for a “sound” sense of horror in this passage: 

... nec semper in armis 
bellica turba manet, nec tota classicus horror 
nocte dieque gemit ... (140-2) 

The proposed meaning of classicus horror is “the discordant sound of the trumpet call”. But 
horror construed in a sense “discordant sound” is unlikely as the subject of gemit because 
gemere typically takes a person, animal, or thing that makes a sound as its subject; nowhere else 
in extant Latin literature does a sound function as its own subject. Furthermore, the concept of a 
sound making a sound is logically incoherent. The OLD’s interpretation also relies on the word 
classicus being understood as “of or connected with the trumpet call” (OLD s.v. classicus), an 
adjectival interpretation based on a single substantival use of classicus, denoting one who blows 
a horn to summon the comitia centuriata. But that substantival use is attested only at Varro ling. 
6,92, and the proposed adjectival use is attested only here in the Laus Pisonis. That is a slender 
philological thread on which to hang the formation of a word’s sense. A more robust approach 



 
would attribute common meanings to both words: to horror its frequent meaning “cause of fear”, 
and to classicus its usual denotation of a military or naval connection. Thus the phrase horror 
classicus denotes some military or naval cause of fear, that is, the fearsome navy or the marines, 
and the sound referred to by gemit may be either that of wooden ships groaning at sea or the 
shouting of the sailors and soldiers. This interpretation also makes horror classicus jibe 
rhetorically with its syntactic twin in the sentence, bellica turba, in that both refer collectively to 
military groups in an oblique way. 
23 The notion that the sea can shudder is not foreign to English: the phrase “shuddering sea” is 
found in Swinburne’s “Tristram of Lyonesse”, Longfellow’s “Bells of Lynn”, and Belloc’s “The 
Romance of Tristan and Iseult”). 
24 Also cited under this definition is a passage of poetry from Petronius where humus is the 
experiencer of horror: 

Fortior ominibus movit Mavortia signa 
Caesar, et insolitos gressu prior occupat ausus. 
Prima quidem glacies et cana vincta pruina 
non pugnavit humus mitique horrore quievit. 
Sed postquam turmae nimbos fregere ligatos 
et pavidus quadrupes undarum vincula rupit, 
incaluere nives. (Sat. 122, 183-9) 

Although this passage slightly highlights an idea of stiffness of the humus – because it is 
contrasted with its later loosening (incaluere nives) – it is easier to understand this as another 
personified or transferred use of horror (“shudder”): “the earth did not fight back and lay quiet 
with a mild shudder” – perhaps from fear of Caesar, or cold, or both. 
25 Cruse (2000: 122) uses the term “impoverishment” to describe this kind of sense modulation. 
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